
the iowa journal of lorenzo snow

edited and with an introduction by maureen ursenbach beecher

just as the kirtland camp served as a training and testing ground
for the first generation leaders of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints so the move across iowa became a preparation and
proving experience for a second group among that second wave was
young lorenzo snow the man who in 1849 would be called into the
quorum of the twelve and in 1898 would become president of the
church A small journal preserved in photocopy in the LDS church
archives provides a sketch of the young man learning his roles and
of the iowa experience which helped teach him

not exactly a diary the four by six inch notebook is more a series
of catchupcatch up accounts the last of them finished by spring 1847 but
none of them written on the day they happened the location of the
notebook itself identified by the catalogue of the church archives as

being in private hands is now unknown the photocopy is at least
eleven years old of a total of ninety three pages thirty seven
comprise the iowa account the rest of the notebook is a miscellany
of entries from snow s british missions accounts lists of members
under his charge and scattered genealogical data the book concludes
with a copy of a letter which lorenzo snow composed for charles dana
and robert campbell to deliver to his unconverted relatives in his
native ohio

prior to the opening of the iowa journal lorenzo snow had proven
himself a devout latter day saint and a gifted leader after his
conversion at kirtland in 1836 he had undertaken several missions
the longest mission to england had demonstrated his considerable
abilities climaxing that assignment he had successfully led a group
of approximately 240 emigrating saints across the atlantic and up the
mississippi to nauvoo 1

maureen ursenbach beecher isis an associateassociate professor of english and seniorsenior research historian with the
joseph fielding smith institute for church history at brigham young university

existing full biographies of lorenzo snow include eliza R snow smith biography andfamilyand family recordofrecordonRecorrecordmecordrecondofof
lorenzo snow one odtheof rhetherge twelve apostles of the church ofjesusof lefusjesus christ oflatterof latter kaydayezy saints written and
compliedcompiled by his sister salt lake city deseret news company 1884 thomastbomastaomas C romney the life of
lorenzo snow fifth president of the church ofjesusof jesus caristchristcalist oflatterof latter kaydayezy saints salt lake city SUP
memorial foundation 19519555 and francis M gibbons lorenzo snow spiritual giant prophet of god
salt lake city deseret book 1982 details about the snow family are contained inin maureen ursenbach beecher

leonora elizaeilza and lorenzo an affectionate portrait oftheodtheof the snow family ensign 10 june 1980 65 69
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shortly after his arrival in nauvoo at the request of his older
sister eliza lorenzo had been taught the principle ofplural marriage
byjosephby joseph smith to whom eliza had for a year been sealed as wife in
1845 before the completion of the temple lorenzo himself had
taken two wives on the same day after the dedication of the ordinance
section of the temple he had been sealed to them and to two more
so that by the time the iowa journal opens his family responsibility
had become considerable 2 by the end of the diary at least eleven
people would turn to him as paterfamilias for direction and support

setting out for sugar creek camp the first gathering place across
the mississippi lorenzo snow counts seven in his family the remaining
part to follow on as soon as spring should open three wives
charlotte squires age twenty one sarah ann prichard twenty and
harriet squires twenty seven accompany him through this diary
and that of eliza R snow whose experience parallels her brothers it
is apparent that harriet holds the reins of domestic accord the
fourth wife adaline goddard hendrickson is left behind in nauvoo
possibly because ofotherher delicate condition she would give birth
almost nine months later two years her husband s senior thirty
four year old adaline lorenzo s cousin had been married previously
and brought with her into the snow family her three sons hiram
twelve the oldest stays with her in nauvoo unti1juneuntil june when adaline
hiram and adalinesadalineaAdalines mother lorenzo s aunt percy amanda goddard
would join the family in mt pisgah her other two sons orville
and jacob ages ten and six come ahead with their stepfather the
diary notes their usefulness in running the hand mill at mt pisgah
unmentioned except at her departure in september but most likely
in the first party is one hannah presumably hannah goddard
adaline s seventeen year old sister these people lorenzo snow
his three wives one sister in law and two stepsonsstetsonsstepsons make up the
original seven

added later to that number are two more cousins calvin and
porter squires harriet s brother who though they leave the family
at mt pisgah are reported later to have stayed with the snows in
utah until the mid 1850s1830s 3 they contribute to the welfare of the
group by working at bonaparte on the des moines river for goods
and money or by tending a garden at mt pisgah during the summer
covered by this diary

mith2srnith lorenzo snow 84 86 92

ibid 93
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mt pisgah where the snows sojournedsojournsojourneyed almost two years was
intended by brigham young as a place of resting and replenishing for
the mormonscormons yet to come there the first saints were instructed to make
improvements to build houses and cultivate farms 4 while for most
it would prove a brief assignment for lorenzo snow the responsibility
would extend through that year and until spring 1848 when he
would bring his family on to utah his calls would include being
counselor to charles C rich who succeeded william huntington as
president of the mt pisgah settlement and then at richs departure
serving as president himself but first would come a long and serious
illness

eliza R snow traveling with the stephen markham family over
the same trail mentions in her almost daily diary her meetings with
her brothers family though she is noticeably and inexplicably absent
from his account 5 her mentions of his sickness are much more
explicit than his long and dreamlikedream like account and so are summarized
in the footnotes to this printing eliza leaves mt pisgah with the
markhamsMarkhams in mid august and spends the winter in winter quarters
going to the valley the following summer leonora leavitt the
oldest snow sister comes occasionally into the account in connection
with isaac morley to whom she is plurally married isaac morley
established the small settlement out ofofmtofftmt pisgah to which the snows
gravitate during the difficult 1846 summer

As the year passes lorenzo snow s diary accounts become
increasingly sparse he records the births of his two daughters
adalinesadalineaAdalines rosetta in november 1846 and charlottescharlotteaCharlottes leonora in
january 1847 that he fails to mention the death of the second baby
five months later suggests that the last actual entry was posted before
that date

one final section evidently written in earlyjulyearly july 1847 concludes
the diary while it is not a journal account but a letter it is included
here for the further details it gives and for the significance of the
occasion for which it was written

charles dana and robert campbell two of the mt pisgah
members had been called to undertake a mission to the east to raise
funds to assist the saints in their further move west with misplaced

studies ofofmtofftmt pisgah include leland H gentry the mormon way stations garden grove and
mt pisgah brigham young university studies 21 fall 1981 445 61 also clare B christensenchnstensenchistensen before
anundanddanterdAfterafter mt pisgah salt lake city apnpN p 1979 a multiple family history with itsits center inin iowa inin the 1840s

milza R snow diaries 1846 49 holograph huntington libraries san marino california the full
diaries are soon to be published by the present author under the title eizaelizanizaelza and LI1 the personal writings of
eliza R snow
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confidence lorenzo snow recommends the two approach his relatives
in auburn ohio and his friends and fellow saints across the county
line in mantua where the snows had lived before their conversion 6

dana s diary reports their august 1847 visits with disheartening
candor of all the snows visited none is willing to alleviate his
relatives need loren snow half uncle to lorenzo excuses his
unwillingness to aid his nephew by accusing that if lorenzo had
been an honest boy he might have been in better circumstances
the charge goes further dana writes that they complained that
lorenzo had defrauded his father and been the means of his father
losing his property kind enough to lend the missionaries his horse
and buggy and to put them up overnight alvirus snow another
half uncle nevertheless insists that lorenzo should never have one
cent of his money A legendary irony is found in the willingness of
a widow hinkley in mantua who dana writes gave me for the
good of the church some clothing and ten dollars in cash dana
sums up his ohio visit with esquire goodallsgoodalleGoodalls comment that if
lorenzo would come back they would be willing to help him and
danas own cynical response that it would be to a coat of tar and
feathers if anything 7

it is indicative of snow family loyalty that neither lorenzo nor his
sister eliza bore ill will towards these relatives choosing rather to
maintain family ties over the years lucius scovill widower of
franklin snow s daughter lury would call again on the auburn
relatives in 1861 with little improvement in relations and eliza and
lorenzo would visit on their return from their 1872 trip to palestine 8

the journal as it is here reproduced has been but little altered for
print with her usual care edyth romney made the first typescript
which I1 then checked against the original occasionally for readability
I1 have supplied periods at the ends and capitals at the beginnings of
obvious sentences other marks I1 have left as I1 read them spelling is

as in the original with occasional clarifications provided in brackets
the whole iowa account is provided here despite some lengthy
sections in the hope that it will bring readers one step closer to an
understanding of a man whose contributions would mark mormonism
for the remaining half of the nineteenth century

rhethe missionmission of dana and campbell isis discussed inm the context of a larger fundraisinggundfund raising campaign inm
davis bitton american philanthropy and mormon refugees 1846 49 journal ofmormonof mormonnormon history 17

ino1980100 63 81

charles root dana diary 12 20 august 1847 holograph library archives historical department
the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives

lucius scovill diary microfilm of holograph LDS church archives also smith lorenzo snow 330



journal of lorenzo snow

I1 left nauvoo with part of my family on the 9thath ofoffeboffeefeb 46 camped at sougar
sugar creek where we remained till the first of march this place is about nine

miles from the city nauvoo inin the territory of ioaloa iowa after we aridedarived at
sougar creek we sewed a couple of waggon covers together that were not in use and
made them into a very comfortable tent having got away in so much haste that we
were not so well prepared as we otherwise should have been there were seven in
family so with two wagons and a tenttent we made ourselves as comfortable as the
circumstances of the wether would admit there were a hundred families gathered in
there before us and others were now constantly arivingarising we had been but few days inin
camp when we had to put up with the inconvenience of a heavy snow storm 9 the
weather turned severely cold and the mississippi froze so hard that teams and heavy
loaded wagons crossed over with perfect safety tho we suffered some from the
wether yet we felt greatly to rejoice in having accomplished this much towards freeing
ourselves from the land of gentile oppression and we felt as tho we could breath
more freely and speak one with annothernotherannetheran upon those things where in god had made
us free with less carefulness than we had hitherto done I1 visited the city a number of
times to see that part of my family that remained and felt that it was no longer my home
and had one strong feeling ie that was to get away the remaining part of my family
and see the saints freed likewise all the honest in heart I1 had made arrangements
for the remaining part of my family to follow on as soon as spring should open

at sougar creek after the families had about all crossed over that intended to go
with the first camp we entered into an organization for journeying I1 was numbered
in orison prats orson pratt s ten and appointed capt and clerk this was the
2ndand ten of P P pratts hundred

on the first of march we struck our tent and commenced our journey the first
day was rather unpleasentpleasentunpleasantun travellingvellingtra it being quite mudy I1 had some trouble with
one of my horses had to loose it several times from the wagon soon learned that it
was naturally balky As we moved on in camp from day to day we excited great
curiosity among the gentiles but received no molestationsmolestations

As we travelled very slow and stopedscoped occasionally several days at our places of
encampment many improved the oppertopportunityunity of working and obtaining provisions
for their families about the first of april we arrived at shoal creek it being only
about blank miles from nauvoo & it having been so verry wet and mudy that we
could make but slow progress 10 our camp composed about blank families and
numbered blank waggonswiggonsWaggons about the middle of this month the whole camp was

newly organized I1 still retained my office as capt ofofo0 pratts ten and chossenchassen clerk
ofofppolppP P pratts fifty about the first of this month sarah ann was taken very sick of the
fever which lasted several weeks but her health had become considerably improved so

that when the camp was ordered to move she could ride without suffering much
inconvenience I1 had exchanged my horses for oxen and found it much easier getting

9lorenzoalorenzorenzo snow s sistersister elizaellzaeilza roxcy ten years his seniorsenior arrived at sugar creek with the stephen
markham family on 12 february and stopped beside her brothers tent lodging inm the tent of david yearsley
and his family she dates the snowstorm as 13 february

that lorenzo snow left blanks to be filled inin later suggests both that he had no maps at hand and that
he wrote inin haste the distance from nauvoo to the shoal creek camp isis about 110 miles stanley B kimball
provides maps inm the mormon pioneer trail 184618464747 ensign 9 september 1979 72 73
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along but we had a good deal of difficulty in getting feed for them the country
was thinly settled and we were much troubled to get corn to supply the whole camp
there were a great many that fed their parched corn and meal to their cattle and
horses

we browsed our cattle when we could but travellingvellingtra thro a prairie country it was
not always we could find brows

about the blank of april our fifty left this place in consequence of some
business which my teamster had out in the country we did not start till the next
morning 12 we had a number of very bad creeks to ford made worse by the vast
many teams that had passed as the whole camp was now before us it was quite
rainy and extremely mudy we had reached within a few rods of the place where we
intended to camp for the night when we met with a very unpleasant affair in breaking
an axeltree to our wagon it was then raining very hard and quite coald we
immediately pitched our tent made a good hickory fire I1 then went back to my
wagon that I1 had broke to fix some plan to get sarah ann to the tent for she rode in
this wagon and was so feeble she could not walk the water and mud was very deep
and we could not get to the wagon without wading I1 could think of no better way
than to take her and carry her to the tent on my back which I1 accordingly did a
circumstance that we often have laughed at since tho we felt but little like it at that
time we were now about fifteen miles from the camp and nine or ten to the first
house and none of us being mechanicksmechanickamechanicks the prospects of getting our wagon repaired
was not very encourageingencourage ing granting one favor often leads to obtaining annother so
we found in this case A stranger who called himself a brother came to me the day
before and requested that I1 would let him put his trunk in my wagon said he could
not get it carried any where else tho our wagons were perfectly crowded and as
much as seemed we could possibly get along with still I1 told him to put it in and come
along and share with us I1 was lamenting over my misfortune when he came up to
me and informed me that his trade was wagonmakingwagon making and could very easily repair
my wagon the next day was very rainy and coald we had no corn for our cattle
and a very poor chance for brows

As soon as the wether would admit brother wilson that being the name of the
afore mentioned person went to work and made an axeltre much better than the one
I1 broke our wagon being repaired we left this place having stayed several days on
account of rain and mud

the first day after leaving this place we mired one of our waggonswiggons and had to
take every thing out caryingcarding them some rods before we could find dry ground on
which we might set them down this night and the next morning we had to eat dry
crackers not having or being able to get any wood for fire the next day we reached
the camp we found our fifty prepared to start the following day two days
from this point we reached a creek called blank 113 there we rejoiced to find an
abundance of grass for our teams we stayed here several days to recruit our teams

to browse the cattle means to break off tree limbs and let the animals nibble what green shoots and
small twigs they could a poor substitute for grazing

when elizaeezabezaellzaeilza snow left shoal creek on 2 april her brother had not yet arrived her next meeting with
him was at big locust creek where he arrived on 15 april the date left blank inm the diary would be between
those two dates

this isis most likely big locust creek the campsite described by elizaeilza snow as being on the edge of a
high shady prairie the stream being thickly skirted with timber such surroundings would make an
ideal location for recruiting both teams and people
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then went on about 25 miles and stopedscoped at a place which we calldcalidcalad garden grove

the day after we left blank creek I1 had the good luck to get a small hog which
a friend of mine shot it being a wild one at garden grove we all fell to work
and fenced a large field and built a number of houses we arrived here the first
day of march 14 we had been here about eleven days when we were counseled by
prest young that is our father to go on and make a settlement about 300 miles
beyond council bluffs up the platt 15 we accordingly set out and proceeded on
about 30 miles where we stopedscoped a few days waiting the arival of the camp As soon
as we heard of their appearance I1 was appointed to go out and meet them upon the
prairie and pilot them in 16

As soon as the camp came up different arrangements were entered into in
relation to our fifty it was concluded not to be wisdom for us to go on as it was at
first intended but for the whole camp to go to work ploughingsloughingploughing fencing and
putting up houses I1 assisted in chopingchaoping and putting up brother pratts house logs

and about that time was taken sick with the fever 25th of may17 I1 never had such a
severe fit of sickness before since my recollection my friends and family had given
up most all hopes of my recovery father huntington the president of the place

called on his congregation to pray for me he also with gen rich and some others
clothed themselves in the garments of the priesthood and prayed for my recovery 18 1I

believe it was thro the continued applications of my family and friends to the throne
of heaven that my life was spared in my sickness I1 went through in my mind the
most singular scenes that any man ever did my family generally believed that I1 was

not in my right mind but the scenes thro wich my spirit travelled are yet fresh in
my memory as tho they occuredoccurred but yesterday and when my people supposed me
in the greatest pain and danger I1 am conscious of having a great many spiritual
exercises sometimes partaking of the most accuteaccuse suffering that heart can conceive
and others the most rapterousrapturousrapt erous enjoyment that heart ever felt or immagination ever
conceived I1 suposestupose at first I1 must have been left in the hands of an evil spirit in
fact I1 was administered to upon this suposition I1 was led into the full and perfect
conviction that I1 was entirely a hoplesshapless case in refferenceferenceref to salvation that eternities
upon eternities must pass and still I1 saw my case would remain the same I1 saw the
whole world rejoycingrejoicing in all the powers and glories of salvation without the slightest
beam of hope on my part but doomed to a seperationseverationseperation from my friends and family all I1

loved most hear to eternity upon eternity I1 shuder even now at the rememberencerememberence of the
torments and agony of my ellingsfeellingsfoellingsfe no tongue can describe them or imagination
conceiveconceive those who were attending me at that time describe me as being inin a
condition of body I1 remained several hours refusing to speak my body was cool
and my eysays and countenance denoted extreme suffering

elizaeilza snow corrects her brothers date which obviously could not be march already inin garden grove

she records may ist lorenzo arrived this evening
bngham513righambangham young had intended grand island a forty mile long island created by diverging branches of

the grand river to be the wintering spot for the saints they would not get that far and stopped instead at
the missouri river at council bluffs

considering the role he would later play inin the place itit seems appropriate for lorenzo snow to be

acting the part of host at the settlement which was to become mt pisgah

eilzaeliza snow arriving 25 may at the camp describes itit as a small grove with a beautiful
prospect on the middle fork of the grand river

for further discussion of the ritual of the prayer circle see D michael quinn latter day saint prayer

circles BYUbyustudtesstudies 19 fall 1978 79 105
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after this scene ended I1 entered annothernotherannetheran of an opositeoposits character my spirit
seemes to have left the world and introduced into that of kolobdolob I1 heard a voice
calling me by name saying he is worthy he is worthy take away his filthy
garments my clothsclaths were then taken off piece by piece and a voice said let him
be clothed let him be clothed immediately I1 found a celestial body gradually
growing upon me untill at length I1 found myself crowned with all its glory and
power the extecy of joy I1 now experienced no man can tell pen cannot describe it
I1 conversed familliarly with joseph father smith and others and mingled in the
society of the holy one I1 saw my family all saved and observed the dispensations of
god with mankind untill at last a perfect redemption was effected tho great was the
sufferings of the wicked especially those that had persecuted the saints my spirit
must have remained I1 should judge for days injoyingenjoyinginjoying the scenes of eternal
happiness 19

while I1 was sick that part of my family which I1 left at nauvoo arrived which
relieved a good deal of anxiety as they were all well and in good helth 20 soon after
their arrival calvin took two yoke of my cattle and wagon and went to stringtownStringtown with
brother S smith to work for provisions porter with the assistance of father morley
ploughedsloughedploughed and fenced a small garden and planted it about the midle of july
chandler rogers being about to move to the bluffs offered us his house which we
gladly accepted we had suffered much inconvenience living in tent and wagons in
the hot weather I1 was now so far recovered that I1 could walk about some tho still
very weak brother smith returned in about five weeks after he left bringing
us some provisions which was very welcome he taried a few days then went
back

president young elder kimble and elder W richards paid us a visit about this
time which with a few hours ofofsociablsociablsociably and familiar chat gave me much satisfaction

prest young said he wished me as soon as I1 was able to join him with my family
at grand island about 300 miles beyond the bluffs but he altered his arrangements
afterwards and did not leave the bluffs

the latter part of july and august witnessed a general and almost universal
scenes of sickness throughout pisgah well persons could not be found to take care
of the sick it was indeed a distressing scene A great number of deaths occuredoccurred and it

elizabilza snow gives a more clinical account of her brothers illness she notes seeing lorenzo the day
following her arrival at mt pisgah 26 may 1846 but makes no mentionmention of his illness on 31 may however
when harriet called to inform her of itit eliza sent some aloy a purgative medicine not until 3 june did
she visitvisit at which timetime she found L very sick altho the medicinemedicme I1 sent on sunday eve had a good
effect four days later visiting again eliza found him worse their sistersister leonora arrived 9 june but
the pleasure of our meeting was lessened by our brothers severe illness after the prayer circle on 15 june
eliza reports he soon became calm had a short paroxysm inin the eve I1 sat by him all night he rested
quietly although lorenzo had been raving and inin a distressed condition that morning the baptism
for return to health a common practice inm the early church was performed 17 june

eliza snow s next mentionmention ofotherher brothers condition isis 27 june when L had his wagon driven to our
tent & I1 couldnt dissuade him from his purpose but I1 must go with him to father morley s leonorasleondrasLeonoras
husband settlement about a mile up the riverriver where porter squires has made a garden on 2 july

L walked from the wagon to the garden seems getting well by 9 july9july brigham young was directing

lorenzo to come on to grand island this suggests either lorenzos improved health or Brigbrighamsbnghamsbighamshams
suspicion that the illness was climate related eliza snow diary 26 may to 9 july 1846 passim

eliza snow notes the arrival on 5 june 1846 of adalinedalmeadaimedaimeA aunt G & H namely adalineadaime goddard
hendricksonhendncksonhendickson lorenzo s wife adalineadaime s mother percy amanda goddard and adalinesadalineaAdalines son hiram
eliza snow diary 5 june 1846 commas added
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was often very difficult to get their bodies decently interedenteredintered in one or two instances
bodies were put into the ground without any coffin or box scarcely a family escaped
sickness and very few where death did not make an inroad A general spirit of
lamentation and sorrow prevadedprevaded pisgah in august father huntington presdtpreidt
of the place died after a short illness I1 attended his funeral and assisted in putingbuting
him into his coffin mother huntington was quite sick at the time on the same
day he was buried gen rich presented me a letter to read containing an account of
father bent s death prest of garden grove the fore part of sept brother smith
and calvin returned we had been anxiously looking for them calculating as soon as

they returned to go immediately to the bluffs but I1 was much disappointed when I1

learned that they had been sick most of the time since he last went and had left their
job only partly completed and had also left my teams I1 had no other alternative left
me than to go myself and get my teams and some provisions for we had but little left
at this time I1 accordingly started back stayed about three weeks in which I1 earned
about four barrels of flour and then returned to pisgah with the intention of going
directly to the bluffs with my family I1 had been at home but a short time when
adaline presented me my first daughter which we named rosetta adaline born
7thath november she was very sick and before her health would admit of going out it
had become so late it was judged wisdom to give up going to the bluffs I1 soaldcoald two
of my cows for hay put up a small mill house in which I1 put a couple of had mills
and myself and little boys hyram orvi andjacoband jacob kept them a going almost constantly
till into feb when hoursebourse mill was got to runing the only mill in the place porter
and calvin had got uneasy and wanted to return home to ohio I1 tried to reason
with them upon the impropriety of leaving the church and promised them a home
and fare as good as we had so long as they would continue with the saints but it was
all to no purpose so I1 let them go hannah who had been a member of my family
left pisgah the fore part of sept contrary to my council and went back among the
gentiles thro the persuasions ofotherher mother 21 observation has taught me that it is

neither strange nor uncommon that people should make themselves instruments of
their misfortunes and misery and nothing tends to this more directly and surely than
disobeying proper council

the 23 ofjanoffanofjan charlotte presented me my second daughter which we called
leonora charlotte 22 the 23d of jan I1 unclear first councillor to prest rich

the 2dad day of feb elder pratt having arrived from the bluffs calid a general
meettingmuettingMeetting and read the revelation in refference to the organization of the people
&cac 23 david fulmer prest of garden grove was appointed prest of the organization
of that place and this and I1 was appointed one of his council the same day I1 received

assuming the hannah mentioned here isis hannah goddard eighteen year old daughter of lorenzos
aunt and mother inm law percy amanda goddard itit seems that his counsel was not entirely lost a family
group record filed with the genealogical society of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints by
florence Tumturnbaughbaugh shows that a hannah goddard married joseph ellis johnson receivingreceivmg her temple
endowment 17 november 1861 although she went back among the gentiles as lorenzo observes she
eventually rejoined the saints porter and calvin squires also afflicted with the desire to return to the east
likewise surprised their brother in law by remaining faithful to the church

22thethe necessity for secrecy regarding plural marriage forced snow s coding of the entry recording the birth
of his second child just sixsix weeks after the first obviously to another wife charlotte s baby lived only five
months

23thethe revelation usually referred to as the word and will of the lord was announced inin winter
quarters the bluffs on 14 january 1847 it now appears as doctrine and covenants 136
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intelligence of the death of my mother 24 A feelling of mellonchollymelloncholly and spirit of
depression and sorrow swelled my bosom on hearing this news A more kind
indulgent and affectionateaffictionate parent than her no man ever had she was good and
virtuous benevolent and charitable to all true and faithful in the new and
everlasting covenant therforetheoforeTherfore I1 am comforted in the thought that her spirit rests in
peace in the presence ofotherher great father oh that my daughters may live out their
probation with no more blots upon the page of their history than angels see upon
that of their grand mother whose head now lies low yet honorablhonorablyhonorabl in the grave
strive to do right and think right follow proper council and live virtuous and
spotless lives that I1 may rejoice over you and honor you in the resurrection that I1

may never be ashamed to serve you the whole aim of my life has been to endeavour
to think right and act right and acquire and preserve a good name among the wise
and good but above all to be conciousconcilusconcious that I1 really merited it maintaining a
conciencence void of offenceoffense toward god saints and the world let my sons and
daughters let all my children follow the examples of their father in truth and virtue
I1 have eshewedeschewed private and selfish interest and made them bow to the general good
you will often find it your duty also to do this to sacrifice your feelings pleasures and
conveniences that thereby you may do a general and necessary good your father
and mothers have had to do this and you must not think it hard to always hoaldcoald
yourselves also in readiness to do the same and you shall be blest and always
prospered and always maintain peace and rest in your own bosoms which is a great
yeah the greatest of blessings but too often neglected love respect honor and
reverence your mother also him who shall be your head with much patience and
long suffering and think it not strange when you find deprivations of pleasures in
circumstances where you expected them not for you will not be the first ones who
have met with such disappointments expect not much happiness from phisicalphysicalphi sical
circumstances in this world but you will find it rising out of a conciousnessconsciousness of having
good determinations and performing them in this you need never miss your object
you enjoy benefits in this life and are certain of them in the next

gen rich has wanted to move to the bluffs and the 22d of feb I1 received the
office of president of mount pisgah there were one hundred and fifteen families
in the place which I1 organized into tens and fifties gen rich and all his family paid
us a very agreeable visit before they left for the bluffs and a day was fixed on for us to
return the compliment but teams came unexpectedly from the bluffs to assist him in
moving which gave both families an unpleasant disappointment

in the fore part of march provisions began to grow scarce in pisgah we had
made arrangmentsarrangements for each ten to send as many hands as possible into the settlements
to work for provisions but the wether was so coald and blustering and roads so slipryslippy
they did not get away till about the midle of the month our dependence for
sustaining the lives of people of pisgah rested amostacost entirely upon the successful and
speedy execution of these arrangements

in this place we were about 50 miles to the nearest point for any kind of trade
with the gentiles of course being so far from any place of getting and having but
little means to buy with we begun to do without many andaridarld most all the conveniences

14rosetta14rosetta pettibone snow died in walnut grove illinois 12 october 1846 nearly four months earlier
that eliza snow by then at winter quarters had heard of their mothers death six weeks before lorenzo did
suggests the even greater isolation of the mt pisgah saints neither eliza nor lorenzo tells how they heard
the news eliza snow diary 22 december 1846
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of living pies cakes coffee tea sougar cheese preserves and aples and cider was

tasted but seldom and some only known now in past rememberenceremember ence this was a

deprivation that most of my family had never suffered having been some time in larg

farm houses and enjoyed all these articles in full abundance and without limitation
I1 feel it due to them to add that thus far they suffered without a groan or murmur or

any bitterness of complaint our living was coarse but we always had bread stuff of
some kind such articles as beans onions turnips and potatoes &cac we done
without our living indeed was a great contrast with that of former years 25 and I1

feel grateful beyond expression that I1 am honored with a family that have endured
these things with so good feelings A word of praise is justly due to harriet for the
good and wise management of my household concerns thus far upon this journey
my general interest and general good and the general good and general interest of my
family has been studied in all her movmentsmovements and realizing that I1 had a large family

to provide for with but little means to do it she persuedpursued that course of management
that was prudent saving and economical relieving me of much care and burden
perfectly upright and honest without the least shadow of deception making my
council and wishes her standard of right without any deviation therefrom

copy of letter to alvirus and loren snow jonathan burnet lura Reureuweeweel
charlott granger newton blackman squire jagger jacob pettebone franklin
snow benjamin and edwin snow lowton wadsworth and sons 2621

respected relatives

the circumstances of myself and family also the situation of those of my
relatives who belong to the latter day saints together with a duty I1 owe them
compell me to address you at this time

A year ago the ninth ofoffeboffeefeb last I1 left nauvoo with my family A large company
of us were compelled to leave at that time in consequence of the severe threats of the
mob and in order to give assurance of our determination to leave the country so that
those that could not get away might not be destroyed till they could get the means or
we could get in a situation to aford them assistance in buryinghurying away I1 was obliged to
sacrifice about one half of my property had I1 stayed later I1 should have been less

fortunate in fact many that did stay having property their got very little and some
nothing and some barely escaped with their lives and a number were murdered by

the mob to speak of our unplesentplesentun situation and our sufferings from the severity of
the weather and our sickness from exposures is needless it would only be reading
what you have red before similar chapters out of the book of mormon unclear

151tit isis understandable considering such dietary limitations that one of the most fatal diseases among the
saints that winterwinter was scurvy or as they called itit black leg or black canker historian richard bennett
estimatesestimates the death rate among the saints min iowa and nebraska that winterwinter as about eighty five per

thousand ofoflorenzolorenzo snow s family only the one infant daughter died before reaching utah making them
about average

alvirus and loren snow of geaugageaugh county ohio were younger half brothers of oliver snow lorenzos
father jonathan burnetburner had married their sistersister lura reuwee was another sistersister charlotte granger

was olivers full sistersister lorenzo s aunt widow first ofjacobof jacob blair later of horace granger of aurora ohio
jacob pettibone was rosetta snow s brother lorenzos aunt and franklin snow by now moved from mantua

to lorraine county was his paternal uncle benjamin and edwin were franklin s sons it isis unclear who

lowton wadsworth was but rosetta snow s mother was a wadsworth suggesting a maternal relationship

the purpose of this letter and itsits effect are described inin the introduction
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our place of location will be bear river valley 100 miles beyond the pass in the
mountains upwards of 1000 miles from this place one company are now there I1

expect I1 wish to go next spring with my family and some few others that I1 feel our
obligations to assist namely my sisters eliza and leonora with her two daughters
my aunt G & three children my cousin adaline daughter of aunt G and her four
children the persons mentioned have neither cow ox or wagon or any means to
assist themselves and very little clothing I1 cannot go and leave them behind they
have no chance to work in this place and cannot go out among the MOM without
endangering their lives or what is more sacred their characters

I1 have but two wagons and two yoke of steers to fit us out properly we want
6 wagons and 12 yoke of cattle each person has to be fitedcited out with provisions to
last one year and a half 500 pounds of bread stuff to each person is required 1500 to
each wagon and two yoke of cattle one cow to every two persons we do not ask
of you the conveniences of living but the means to get away from our enimesenines to
obtain a peacfulpeaceful home that we enjoy our principles unmolested and enjoy the fruits of
our own labourslaboure the same as other people can we but get to our place of destination
with but a little means to commence on our situation in a very few years will be the
most encouraging and flattering A rich and fertile soil a mild healthy climate settled
by a people gathered like the inmates of noahsmoahs ark but from every part under
heaven will have men that understand every branch of mechanical labor or architecture
that is practiced in the world these considerations together with that union of spirit
which has always characterized us as a people the whole crowned by the blessings of
heaven which are sure to follow A people persecuted for the truths sake will be
certain to give us unbounded prosperity we never did make a stay in any place but
things prospered around us far beyond that of our neighbors this circumstance has
caused jealousy and brought upon us the indignation of our enemies we have been
driven from our homes we are exiles from our country we seek a home in a land of
peace we have no way to obtain the means except thro your benevolence and
liberality be our friend now in this our time of need and the lord will be yours and
open your way if it should ever fall to your lot to be placed in a similar situation I1

think it very likely I1 may yet see a time when I1 can reward you a hundred fold for all
your liberality what ever you do for me shall be credited to you uncearalyfunclearally upon
our church records and in my family record wherein I1 shall hold myself and my
posterity bound under a sacred obligation to help you or your children the day fast
approaching when calamity and destruction and famine and swoard shall come upon
this nation and you or your children shall wish to seek an assyassylurnassylumansylumlurn of peace with the
saints among the mountains

mr campbell and mr dana will take this circular to you they are agents
appointed to collect funds for this church as their recommendations will show
what you see proper to give please place in their hands they will see it safe to me

I1 now close praying the lord to pour out his spirit upon you and bless you
abundentlyabundantly

with the highest respect I1 remain still bound in the ties of consanguinity

your nephew and cousin

L snow


